
Technical Data

  Type: LED emitter

  LED wavelength: 525 Nm

  Pulsation: approx. 1 sec. 
  Dimensions: 27x32x100 cm

  Weight: 27 kg

  Power: 220 Volt A.C.

  Absorbed power: 30 Watt max

EPILATION

Safely Treatments
Photongreen technology is completely safe, athermic (ie 

no heat) and not cause any thermal shock or damage.

Recommended for 

Any skin type and colour     
Any hair type and colour     

Helps against reddening and couperose     

Results will be obtained 
after a few sessions
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Nutrition of the follicle 
through the blood vessels

Interrupting 
the nutrition of the follicle
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PhotonLife®

                           www.photon l i fe . i t

How is it used?
After waxing*, due to the joint action with the 

Photo-carrier lotion (PhotonBlue) and the pulsating 
flashes of green light (525 nm), Photongreen delays 

the regrowth of hair.

* The Photongreen action depends on the waxing having been done perfectly. 
In fact there must be absolutely no hair in the follicle at the time of application.
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How is it used? 
After waxing*, due to the joint action of the photo-carrier  
lotion (PhotonBlue) and the pulsating flashes of green 
light at 525 Nm, Photongreen delays the regrowth of hair, 
without causing any damage or burns, thanks to the hair 
sclerotization process

*The Photongreen action depends on the waxing having been done 
perfectly. In fact there must be absolutely no hair in the follicle at the time 
of application.

PhotonBlue lotion
The properties of the photo-carrier lotion make it an 
essential tool for the application of green light to prevent 
and delay the regrowth of hair. 
The lotion actually carries the light and the 
substances contained in it inside the follicle. 

Here are the main properties: 

  Good luminous conductivity
  Dermatologically tested
  Contents of substances of vegetable origins
  Hypoallergenic
  Perfume-free 

Photongreen also offers a Blue light mouse for 
dark skin or facial hair.

Wax perfectly Use Photongreen 

Why should I have Photongreen 
in my beauty centre? 
Photongreen is the equipment that prevents and delays 
the regrowth of hair, without causing any damage.

RECOMMENDED FOR:

  Any skin type and colour

  Any hair type and colour

  Helps against reddening

  Helps against couperose

 

How long is needed for each 
treatment? 
Average treatment time recommended per zone: 

  Leg = 1/2 minutes approx.

  Groin = 30 seconds approx. 

  Armpit = 30 seconds approx.

   LIGHT                   SCLEROTIZATION HAIR

What technology is used? 
Photongreen technology is based on the light that 
prevents the regrowth of hair. 

Due to this revolutionary treatment, the hair no longer 
receives the nutrition it needs to grow and it therefore 
weakens to the point at which it doesn’t grow back for 
a long time. 

Testimonies
I’m Denise Bertolazzi, 
from the DENISE Beauty Centre in Timoline Corte 
Franca (BS). 

I’ve had excellent results with Photongreen over just a 
few months: thinner hair, slow regrowth, to my complete 
satisfaction and that of my customers: a real success!
I’ve been able to quickly repay the investment and it’s all 
earnings from now on.

THANK YOU, PHOTONLIFE! 
      

 Denise Bertolazzi
DENISE Beauty Centre, Timoline Corte Franca (BS)

STAGES OF HAIR
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Catagen TelogenAnagen

Nutrition of the follicle through 
the blood vessels

Interrupting the nutrition of 
the follicle
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L = Lymphatic - A = Arterial - V= Venous. Before and after.

PhotonLife promotes you
PhotonLife works! So that you can tell your end customers all about it, it’s essential that you have the right 
graphic-based publicity in the customer’s beauty centre. Here is a sample of the basic bespoke kit to effectively 
display the results that are achieved.

Explanatory flyers
F.to 20x20 cm

Counter stand 
F.to 21x30 cm

Roll-up
F.to 80x200 cm

Display case stand
F.to 60x90 cm



www.photonlife.it
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NPhotonLife at your service
There’s no such thing as success without effective communication, especially in a sector like beauty. Clear, 
professional and targeted initiatives create the fundamental basis to engage end customers in beauty centres, causing 
them to test the benefits of the services on offer. This is why, as well as the state-of-the-art equipment, we will 
provide assistance in: 

Professional training
To use the devices correctly and for a better in-depth knowledge of their technology.

Open day demonstrations
Days, events with demonstrations in your centre to win over customers, old or new.

After-sale service
Telephone marketing assistance and free technical advice always at your disposal.

PhotonLife Club
Only a “team” of trained and capable professionals can feel up to explaining the 
exceptional possibilities of the PhotonLife equipment. 
The idea of a CLUB came about, bringing you the following advantages:
 
  Certifications
  Courses
  Events
  Special discounted conferences
  Directed advertising campaigns
  The chance to use the PhotonLife brand in your beauty centre

Directed advertising campaigns
Editorials in the main women’s and men’s weeklies, creating a demand, national 
advertising campaigns.
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PhotonLife®

LABLIFE srl - Via Pieve, 5 - 25080 Nuvolento (BS) - Italy - Tel. +39. 030.6898 666 - Fax +39. 030. 6898 054 - info@lablife.it


